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Abstract: Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) have received increasing attention as potential alternatives
for future antibiotics because of the rise of multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria. AMPs are small
cationic peptides with broad-spectrum antibiotic activities and different action mechanisms to those
of traditional antibiotics. Despite the desirable advantages of developing peptide-based antimicrobial
agents, the clinical applications of AMPs are still limited because of their enzymatic degradation,
toxicity, and selectivity. In this review, structural modifications, such as amino acid substitution,
stapling, cyclization of peptides, and hybrid AMPs with conventional antibiotics or other peptides,
will be presented. Additionally, nanodelivery systems using metals or lipids to deliver AMPs will be
discussed based on the structural properties and action mechanisms of AMPs.

Keywords: antimicrobial peptides (AMPs); multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria; antibiotics; engineer-
ing approaches

1. Introduction

Antibiotics have been considered a miracle drug against various bacterial infections in
both humans and animals for more than 100 years. The first antibiotic, salvarsan, in 1910
and the discovery of penicillin in 1928 led to the antibiotic era of the 20th century [1]. How-
ever, the easy access to and overuse of antibiotics not only in the hospital, but also in the
farming or livestock industries, have driven and accelerated the development of resistance
against traditional antibiotics in bacteria. Moreover, the emergence and worldwide spread
of multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria, such as methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA), vancomycin-resistant Enterococci (VRE), and carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteri-
aceae (CRE), are a major concern in global health care [2–5]. Effective therapeutic strategies
are no longer relevant, and an urgent challenge is the development of novel and potent
antibacterial agents. Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) have captured attention as alternative
solutions to combat diverse infections caused by drug-resistant bacteria [6].

AMPs are small polypeptide molecules that are produced by all living organisms to
protect a host from pathogenic microbes. AMPs play a crucial role in defending against bac-
terial, viral, and fungal infections, as well as in adaptive immunity. These peptides display
remarkable structural and functional diversity and have action mechanisms different to
those of existing antibiotics [7]. These characteristics make AMPs exhibit potential capacity
as prospective therapeutics to replace conventional antibiotics and a new treatment for
MDR bacterial infections.

Based on the AMP database (http://aps.unmc.edu/AP/), more than 3000 AMPs
from six life kingdoms have been described to date. However, there are very few clinical
applications of AMPs as antibiotics thus far, and only 96 clinical studies for AMPs can
be found in the clinical trial database (https://www.clinicaltrails.gov). In addition, their
applications as drugs are limited to skin infections (Table 1) [4,8]. Peptide drugs face
several obstacles in bringing new AMP therapeutics to the market [2,9,10]. AMPs exhibit
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undesirable characteristics, such as proteolytic digestion, toxicity to eukaryotic cells, and
inefficient delivery to the target site. To introduce novel AMP-based drugs to clinics,
chemical and/or physical engineering, such as size reduction, control of hydrophobicity,
specific amino acid substitution, de novo design, and prodrugs have been suggested. This
review focuses on engineering approaches, including structural modifications, conjugation
systems, and nanodelivery systems, in the development of new antimicrobial peptide-based
antibiotics.

Table 1. Some antimicrobial peptide drugs approved by the FDA.

Name Trade Name FDA
Approval Type Administration Application Antimicrobial

Activity

Vancomycin Vanocin 1983 Heptapeptide Oral Bacterialinfections G-positive bacteria
Bacitracin Baciim 1997 Cyclic peptide Topical Skin and eye infections G-positive bacteria

Daptomycin Cubicin 2003 Cyclic lipopeptide Intravenous Skin infections G-positive bacteria
Telavancin Vibativ 2009 Lipoglycopeptide Intravenous Skin infections G-positive bacteria

Oritavancin Orbactiv 2014 Lipoglycopeptide Intravenous Skin infections G-positive bacteria
Dalbavancin Dalvance 2014 Lipoglycopeptide Intravenous Skin infections G-positive bacteria

2. Structural Characteristics, Classification, and Action Mechanisms of AMPs

AMPs are relatively short peptides that have fewer than 60 amino acid residues. The
number of amino acid residues in AMPs is typically between 12 and 40. Their surfaces
show a positive charge in the range of +2 to +9 because basic amino acids, such as arginine,
lysine, and histidine, are usually abundant. These cationic peptides selectively interact
with the negatively charged membranes of bacteria, while they interact weakly with the
relatively neutral eukaryotic membrane. In addition, many of them have 40% to 60%
hydrophobic residues, which are crucial for penetrating the hydrophobic membrane of
bacteria. However, several anionic AMPs exist as well, in which acidic amino acids, such
as aspartic acid and glutamic acid, are abundant. Most AMPs are usually unstructured in
aqueous solutions, but their interaction with the bacterial membrane causes AMPs to form
amphipathic structures by putting hydrophobic residues on one side of the peptide and
hydrophilic residues on the other side [7,11–14].

AMPs can be generally classified into four groups based on their secondary struc-
tures: (i) α-helical peptides, (ii) β-sheet peptides, (iii) extended peptides, and (iv) loop
peptides [10,15–17]. α-helical peptides usually have a linear structure without cysteine.
They adopt a random coil structure in aqueous solutions, but change their conformation in
a hydrophobic membrane environment by forming amphipathic helices, finally leading to
the disruption of the bacterial membrane. Peptides in this group are the most investigated
and are a representative class of AMPs, including magainin, cecropin, and pexiganan [18].
The β-sheet peptides form more ordered and more rigid structures because they have in-
tramolecular disulfide bridges between an antiparallel β-sheet. Drosocin and histatin 5 are
included in this group [19,20]. The third group of AMPs, extended peptides, are relatively
unstructured, rare, and less studied. They have specific amino acids, such as proline, tryp-
tophan, arginine, and histidine. Indolicidin is a tryptophan/proline-rich extended peptide,
and Bac5 and Bac7 are proline/arginine-rich extended peptides [21]. Finally, loop peptides,
such as microcin and bactenecin, form a loop structure with one disulfide bond [18].

The action mechanisms of AMPs are complex and still controversial, but the most
accepted mechanism can be explained by the model of how the interaction of peptides
with the bacterial membrane leads to the disruption of the membrane’s integrity. Selective
binding is generally related to structural properties, such as size, charge, hydrophobic-
ity, secondary structure, and amphiphilic characteristics. Four models have been widely
proposed for killing bacteria through membrane permeabilization (Figure 1) [2,22,23]. (i)
Barrel–stave model: The amphipathic α-helical peptides aggregate and form barrel-like
bundles in the bacterial membranes. Gradually, the channel size is expanded, resulting in
the outflow of the intracellular material and subsequent cell death. Almethicin isolated
from Trochoderma rivide fungus is the most well-known peptide with a barrel–stave mecha-
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nism [24]. (ii) Toroidal pore model: AMPs insert themselves vertically into the bacterial
membrane, inducing a lipid monolayer to be distorted and resulting in the formation of
a toroidal pore. Representative examples of this model include arenicin, lacticin Q, and
magainin [23]. (iii) Carpet model: AMPs accumulate and align in parallel with the surface
of the bacterial membrane, forming a “carpet”. By forming micelles and pores, they act
as detergents to collapse the bacterial membrane. LL-37, a cathelicidin-related peptide, in
humans and the amphipathic dermaseptin peptide produced in phyllomedusine frog skin
act using this mechanism [23,25]. (iv) Aggregate model: AMPs, such as indolicidin, are
embedded inward in the bacterial membrane to form aggregates of peptides and membrane
lipids, leading peptides to move across the membrane. After entering the cell, AMPs exert
various nonmembrane and nondirect effects synergistically with membrane disruption.
They impede the synthesis of DNA, mRNA, and proteins, and inhibit the synthesis of the
cell wall and the activation of immune cells or enzymes. As a result, AMPs also show
antibacterial, antifungal, anticancer, and immunomodulatory activity [2,9,26].
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Figure 1. Action mechanisms of AMPs. (a) Barrel–stave model, (b) toroidal pore model, (c) carpet
model, (d) aggregate model, and (e) inhibition of vital cell processes after passing through the
bacterial membrane.

3. Structural Modification
3.1. L- to D-Amino Acid Substitution

D-amino acid substitution in order to replace natural L-amino acids in AMPs is
a commonly used strategy for improving peptide stability against protease digestion
(Figure 2), because human and microbe proteases exclusively recognize L-amino acids,
rather than D-amino acids [3,27–30]. The D-amino acid-substituted derivative from the
polybia-CP peptide designed by Jia et al., showed improved stability by approximately
six times against trypsin and chymotrypsin [31]. In addition, this method can increase the
retention time of antimicrobial activity and sometimes promote the minimal inhibitory
concentrations (MICs) of AMPs [32–35]. Leu et al., synthesized peptides, derived from
cationic AMP Pep05, by substituting L-amino acid residues with D- and unnatural amino
acids, which resulted in increased activities and decreased toxicities. Among them, the
UP09 peptide exhibited improved stability against trypsin. Fifteen percent of the UP09
peptide remained 18 h after digestion, while the original peptide was degraded in one hour
after digestion [36].
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3.2. Terminal Acetylation and Amidation

Usually, the N-terminal acetylation of AMPs increases the helicity of peptides and
prevents enzymatic degradation, and its C-terminal amidation enhances structural stability
and antimicrobial activity (Figure 2) [37–40]. In a report by Alvares et al., the L1A peptide
adopts a more helical conformation when its N-terminus is acetylated [37], and Li et al.
designed an L163 analog by amino-terminal acetylation, which exhibited higher stability
against trypsin degradation [41]. The C-terminal amidation of the Mac1 peptide also plays
an important role in maintaining a stable α-helical structure in contact with micelles and
results in higher antibacterial activity [42]. Upon amidation, esculentin-2 peptide analogs
showed increased antimicrobial activity and selectivity [43]. Moreover, AMPs can be
modified in the N-terminus and C-terminus at the same time. Tachyplesin I, a peptide with
C- and N-terminal modifications, was resistant to proteolytic degradation in human serum
and exhibited a more potent cytotoxic effect on cancer cells and better pharmacokinetic
properties [44].

3.3. Stapled Peptides

Stapling is another technique for improving the antimicrobial activity and stability
of AMPs by helix stabilization (Figure 3). Stapled peptides are forced to form an α-helical
structure in which the side chains are cross-linked by methods such as C–H activation,
tryptophan condensation, and ring-closing metathesis [45]. This rigid helical conformation
increases the activity of AMPs and their resistance to proteases by hiding proteolytic
targets [45–47]. Hirano et al., designed and synthesized magainin 2 derivatives with
stapled hydrocarbon side chains, which showed higher antimicrobial activity without
exerting significant hemolytic activity [48]. The Hu group synthesized hydrocarbon side-
chain-stapled analogs of the ascaphin 8 peptide, which exhibited improved stability and
biological activities [49].
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3.4. Peptide Cyclization

Peptide cyclization is a particularly promising approach for improving both the sta-
bility and bioactivity of AMPs. Similar to side-chain stapling with one or more external
braces, peptide cyclization also contains cross-linking constructions with disulfide bonds
and those with lactam bridges (Figure 3) [50,51]. A study by Neubauer et al., suggested
that a disulfide-cyclized ultrashort cationic lipoprotein reduced cytotoxicity and exhibited
improved selectivity between Candida sp., Gram-positive strains, and normal cells [52]. By
side-chain lactam cyclization, Scala et al. increased the stability of peptides derived from
the bovine lactoferrin C-lobe [50].

As well as the methods mentioned above, various structural modifications based on
the characteristics, structures, and action mechanisms of AMPs have been investigated. To
modulate the hydrophobicity or charge of AMPs, some positions can be substituted with
other specific amino acids, not only with D-amino acids, as discussed above [2]. For cost
reduction in clinical applications, the size of AMPs could be shortened. Furthermore, de
novo-designed synthetic AMPs are considered as a potential class of antibiotics [53,54].

4. Conjugation System
4.1. Hybrid Peptide (Peptide-Peptide Conjugate)

Peptide-peptide conjugates, in which two or more different antimicrobial peptides are
merged into one, have been reported to produce stronger activity, even against drug-resistant
bacteria. In this case, important points can be taken from the structure or sequence of well-
known peptides for biological action, and they are combined via a linker (Figure 4) [55,56].
A hybrid peptide derived from BMAP-27 and OP-145 as two parent α-helical peptides
exhibited a broad spectrum of antimicrobial activity, even against MDR bacterial strains,
and reduced toxicity toward eukaryotic cells [57]. The triple hybrid from cecropin A, LL-37,
and magainin II, which all have been well-studied antimicrobial peptides for a long time,
showed greater antimicrobial activities than those of the parent AMPs [58].
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4.2. Antibiotic-Peptide Conjugate

Antibiotic-peptide conjugates (APCs), a hybrid of existing antibiotics and AMPs, can
also be good candidates in conjugation systems with AMPs (Figure 4). The synergistic
antimicrobial activities of APCs have been studied to overcome the well-known short-
comings of conventional antibiotics or antimicrobial peptides [59]. For bacteria-targeting
therapy, UBI29–41 was attached to chloramphenicol (CAP), a well-known antibiotic. In vitro
studies demonstrated the enhanced antibacterial effects of CAP-UBI29–41 selectively on S.
aureus and E. coli, showing reduced toxicity to normal cells [60]. A novel hybrid peptide,
V-IDR1018, a conjugate of vancomycin and an innate defense regulator peptide, exhibited
potent activity and showed no susceptibility to antimicrobial resistance. Vancomycin–
magainin conjugates designed by Breukink et al. showed an increase in antimicrobial
activity against VRE when compared with vancomycin alone [61]. Similarly, vancomycin is
often used for antibiotic–peptide conjugates with FDA approval, such as Telvancin and
Dalbavancin, as shown in Table 1 [62].

4.3. AMP-Particular Peptide Conjugate

AMPs can be conjugated with particular peptides, such as membrane-binding peptides
or cell-penetrating peptides (Figure 4) [3]. Combined with these functionalized peptides,
AMPs can adopt a special function and cover up their weaknesses. Two kinds of smart
chimeric peptides (SPCs), which connected LPS-binding peptide (LBP) 14 with marine
AMP-N6, displayed more potent antibacterial activity against MDR Escherichia coli and more
effectively neutralized lipopolysaccharide toxicity than the peptide alone, both in vitro
and in vivo [63]. AMPs, such as magainin and M15, conjugated with cell-penetrating
peptide (CPP) showed a 4- to 16-fold increase in antimicrobial activity against G-negative
bacteria by enhanced membrane permeabilization and translocation [64]. Two conjugates
of CPP and N2 peptide, which are active against Salmonella typhimorium, such as B6N2 and
T11N2, showed lower MICs at acidic pH and higher killing rates than N2 alone and other
antibiotics, such as ciprofloxacin and ceftriaxone [65].

Except for the conjugates with known antibiotics or particular peptides, AMPs can
be conjugated with other active molecules, such as fatty acids, anticancer drugs, photo-
sensitizers, antibodies, and so on. Fatty acid conjugated peptides can exhibit enhanced
antibacterial activity and reduced eukaryotic cytotoxicity by promoting interaction with
bacterial cell membranes [66]. Conjugation with a photosensitizer helps AMPs to effec-
tively kill resistant bacteria strains because the photosensitizer produces reactive oxygen
species (ROS) after exposure to a particular light. Antibody—AMP conjugates promote
selectivity and specificity to the target [67]. Thus, conjugates of AMPs not only improve the
characteristics of AMPs themselves, but also expand the activity spectrum of AMPs.

5. Nanodelivery System

AMP engineering using nanotechnology provides an effective solution for the major
problems of AMPs, such as instability, toxicity, and target selectivity [4,68,69]. Nanotechnol-
ogy in drug development from AMPs means the conjugation of AMPs and nanoparticles, a
type of carrier to deliver AMPs (Figure 5).
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5.1. Metal Nanoparticles

Nanoparticles containing metal, such as silver or gold, can be conjugated to AMPs
through the processes of physisorption or chemisorption [70]. First, silver nanoparticles
(AgNPs) themselves have antibacterial activities against G-negative and G-positive bacteria,
including multidrug-resistant microorganisms. Thus, a synergistic effect in the combined
use of AgNPs and AMPs can be expected [5,71,72]. AgNPs conjugated with AMPs, such as
protegrin-1, indolicidin, protamine, and histones, enhanced their antimicrobial potential
and effectively reduced the toxicity of membranolytic AMPs [73]. It has been reported that
a conjugate of andersonin-Y1 peptide and AgNPs exhibited a nearly 10-fold increase in
antibacterial activity against multidrug-resistant strains [74]. Similarly, gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) can also be conjugated with AMPs to overcome the instability of peptides and their
low penetrability into host cells. A AuNP-Apt–HPA3PHis conjugate, in which the HPA3PHis

peptide was loaded onto a gold nanoparticle-DNA aptamer, was designed by Lee et al.,
and this conjugate improved the permeability of HPA3PHis and eliminated bacteria a few
hours after treatment without toxicity to the host [75]. Another study by Casciaro et al.
showed that a new AuNP–esculentin(1-21) conjugate demonstrated increased activity by
~15-fold against Pseudomonas aeruginosa without toxicity to human keratinocytes and was
significantly more resistant to proteolytic digestion [76].

5.2. Lipid-Based Nanoparticles

Lipid-based nanoparticles (LNPs) have served as delivery systems for AMPs due to
their several favorable characteristics, such as physical and chemical stability, biocompati-
bility, and low cytotoxicity to normal cells [5,69,77]. Liposomes are the most well-known
and most widely applied nanocarriers for drug delivery and clinical applications. A study
by Cantor et al. proved that the antibacterial activity of a peptide encapsulated into nano-
liposomes was increased by approximately 2000-fold against Listeria monocytogenes [78].
Nanosized liposomal formulations of LL-37 and indolicidin showed less toxicity and im-
proved activity [79]. In addition to liposomes, LNP systems for AMPs include micelles,
dendrimers, polymeric nanoparticles, and microspheres [69].
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5.3. Polymer-Based Nanostructures

Polymers are macromolecules composed of many repeated specific units and are used
widely in medicinal applications due to their easily modified and flexible physicochemical
properties. Polymeric nanoparticles are one of the popular formulations in the size range
of 50 to 100 nm, such as chitosan, dextran, polyethylene glycol (PEG), and poly(lactide-
co-glycolic acid) (PLGA). Polymeric nanostructures containing AMPs have advantages
to increase their stability and consequently improve their antimicrobial performance [80].
Almaaytah et al., encapsulated a potent ultrashort AMP named RBRBR in chitosan-based
nanoparticles (CS-NPs), resulting in potent antimicrobial effects against MDR and biofilm-
forming bacteria with negligible systemic toxicity and reduced synthetic costs [81]. A
PEG hydrogel coating with covalently attached HHC10, which is an AMP acting against
MDR pathogens, stabilized the peptide against proteolytic degradation and increased its
bactericidal activity [82].

5.4. Self-Assembling AMPs

Self-assembled peptide nanomaterials, which are induced self-assemblies of AMPs
into nanoparticles, are emerging as an effective approach for the improvement of AMP
stability and resistance to degradation [3,83]. By forming liposome-like assemblies, they
form a stable structure and protect themselves against proteases, resulting in increased ac-
tivity. Malini et al., demonstrated the enhanced antimicrobial activity of the self-assembled
LL-37 peptide with the amphiphilic lipid glycerol monooleate [84]. The C-terminally myris-
toylated HD5-assembled nanobiotic displayed significantly improved broad-spectrum
antibacterial activity in vitro and selective toxicity against E. coli and MRSA, with negligible
hemolytic activity and low toxicity [85]. In addition, self-assembling AMPs could play roles
as vaccine adjuvants to boost immunogenicity or as delivery carriers for antigenic proteins.

The materials and applications of nanotechnology are uncountable, not only in the
development of AMP-based antibiotics, but also in clinical therapeutics. Inorganic materials,
such as carbon nanotubes and magnetic nanoparticles, and organic materials, such as
cyclodextrin and tetrahedral framework nucleic acid, can be adopted for improving the
characteristics of AMPs and gaining the effect of targeting and controlled drug release.
Recently, nano-fibers and nano-tapes have been effectively applied to AMPs as well [80,86].

6. Conclusions

The inappropriate and excessive use of antibiotics has resulted in severe problems
caused by drug-resistant bacteria, particularly in developing countries [2,3]. The need for
the development of alternative therapeutics has increased throughout the last three years
of the COVID-19 pandemic. AMPs have been considered as promising new antibacterial
agents that can replace conventional antibiotics because they show broad-spectrum antimi-
crobial activities and low probability to develop resistance [2,12,14]. However, very few
antimicrobial peptide-based antibiotics are used in the narrow areas of clinical applications
because of problems such as proteolytic degradation, selectivity, toxicity to mammalian
cells, size, and high cost. In order to overcome these obstacles and enhance their antibac-
terial activity for the development of AMPs as antibiotics, various attempts have been
made chemically and/or physically. Among them, engineering approaches are considered
effective strategies. Structural engineering, including L- to D-amino acid substitution, ter-
minal acetylation and amidation, and cyclization, prevents protease digestion and enhances
bioactivity [31,36]. By stapling peptides, AMPs strengthen their helicity, thus improving
their activities [45–47]. Several conjugates, such as hybrid peptides and APCs, take ad-
vantage of peptides and existing antibiotics, which act synergistically [55,57]. For stability,
toxicity, and target selectivity, nanotechnologies that apply a metal or liposome to AMPs
provide intelligent solutions [4,5,68,69]. Many studies using this kind of engineering have
proven its effectiveness against MDR pathogens. It is expected that new therapeutics based
on AMPs by engineering approaches will substitute resistance-acquired antibiotics in the
near future.
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